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Základní školy
3.–5. třída ZŠ

A2–B1
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časopisy pro výuku angličtiny

11–20 ks  1 ks

21–60 ks  2 ks

61–90 ks  3 ks

91–120 ks  4 ks

121–150 ks  5 ks

151–180 ks  6 ks

181–200 ks  7 ks

201–260 ks  8 ks

261–300 ks  9 ks

301 ks a více  10 ks a více

Učitelská sada k časopisům Navíc jednou za rok Klíč k učitelské sadě

Učitelé, kteří objednají 11 a více kusů předplatného, 
získají ke každému vydání časopisu učitelskou sadu. 
Učitelská sada je neprodejná.

Počet kusů
předplatného

Počet 
učitelských sad

Čím více časopisů 
objednáte, tím více 
sad dostanete.

výukový plakát

1–10 ks
předplatného

31 ks a více
předplatného

11–30 ks
předplatného

300 Kč
+ 200 Kč poštovné

a balné

250 Kč280 Kč

česko

10 Eur
+ 8 Eur poštovné

a balné

9 Eur 9* Eur
*Zľava pre 

objednávajúceho 
učiteľa 11 %.

Slovensko

Ceny předplatného 2020/21 Jak objednat
česko

Číslo účtu pro Česko (CZK)
169356037/5500

www.bridge-online.cz/objednavka

objednavky@bridge-online.cz

+420 241 443 003

Číslo účtu pre Slovensko (eur)
SK4009000000005128196156

Slovensko

www.bridge-online.cz/sk/objednavka

objednavky@bridge-online.sk

+421 949 306 413
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Teachers’ File

01

02

Discussion

Which Canadian cities do 

you know?

Where in Canada are the 

cities located?

Which cities would you like 

to visit?

What do you think 

Canadian cities look like?

What things do you 

associate with Canada?

Can you guess in 

which Canadian 

cities these pictures were 

taken? What places do the 

pictures show? Use the 

internet to find out. 

Task 1

Match words from 

the first column 

with words from the second 

column to make phrases 

associated with the Canadian 

cities from this card.

Task 2

Peace

ethnic

jazz

River 

Hollywood

Maple

Mount

North

Ottawa

Leaves

Royal

Tower

neighbourhoods

festival

03

Write a profile of 

Vancouver using the 

back of the card as 

an example.Task 3

G-CARD-2021-04 Canadian Cities.indd   1

28.1.2021   14:40:18
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The Crown follows 
the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth II.20

KEY TO ICONS

Listening on CD

Extra materials in the Teachers’ File (TF)

What’s
InsideNova Scotians keep their connection to Scotland 

alive through their own Highland Games, which 
take place in the town of Antigonish.12

4 Tradition 
Easter Everywhere

6 Environment / Animals 
Animal Survivors

8 Music 
Olivia Rodrigo’s Heartbreak Hit

10 Games / Issue 
Blame the Games?

12 Where I’m From 
Gate Writers and Their Places: 
Nova Scotia

14 Space / History 
Apollo 13: Houston, We’ve Had a Problem

16 USA 
US Spelling Bees

17 Tradition 
All About St. George’s Day

18 Food / English-Speaking Countries 
Food Tour of England

20 Television 
Three of My Favourite TV Shows

22 Sport 
Get Moving!

24 Language / Grammar 
Grammar Trouble: Check Your Spelling

26 Test 
LanguageCert Listening A2, B1 and 
Reading B1

dear  readers ,
Welcome to this month’s Gate! We’ve got 
so much we want to show you. It’s Easter 
for a start, so we had a look at some fun, 
interesting and pretty crazy traditions 
from around the world. April is also when 
English people celebrate their patron 
saint, St George, a man with a real dislike 
of dragons. You can find out all about him 
and also take a food tour around England. 
We have tips for some great TV, some 
positive news about endangered animals, 
a trip to Nova Scotia, Canada and we meet 
pop star Olivia Rodrigo too. Also you can 
try some new exercise routines from our 
sports article.

Enjoy! Happy spring.

Liam, Zuzana, Šimon

How many words can
you make using
the letters in this
wordwheel? All
words must contain
the letter in the
middle and you can’t
use any letters twice. 
Send your answers to 
competition@bridge-online.cz. 
Subject: wordwheel by April 30th. 
Three of you will win little gifts from 
Bridge Publishing House.
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Easter is a holiday when Christians remember the death and resurrection1 of Jesus Christ. It is celebrated all over the world and many countries have unique2 traditions. Maybe you already know about the Easter Bunny and decorating eggs. But have you heard about the village that cooks a huge omelette, or the beach where people fly kites3 to celebrate? Take a look at these Easter traditions – and maybe you can try some of them this year.
KAREN CRyER (UK)

A2–B1 TradITION Tracks 1–2CD ActivitiesTf

Easter Everywhere

The UK and 
the USa
The UK and the USA celebrate
Easter in similar ways. In both
countries, people decorate
eggs, children have Easter
egg hunts4 and the Easter
Bunny brings presents. Besides
these usual Easter celebrations, in downtown Los Angeles you 
can see a special procession5 of animals and their owners on Holy 
Saturday, the day before Easter Sunday. The animals are brought 
to be blessed6 by the archbishop7 of Los Angeles to keep them 
healthy and productive. This blessing ceremony comes from an 
old Catholic tradition. People come with their farm animals like 
llamas and goats, but more common are dogs and cats. Since it is 
a special event, even the animals come dressed up.

Bermuda
If you are lucky enough 
to be in Bermuda this 
Easter, take your kite! 
On Good Friday, people 
go to Horseshoe Bay 
Beach to fly their 
brightly-coloured 
kites next to the blue 
ocean. This kite flying 
is a symbol of Christ's 
resurrection. The kites 
come in different 
shapes (6–10 sides) 
and have long tails 
that make a humming8 
noise when they fly. 
Bermuda is a British 
Overseas Territory*, so 
Bermudians eat hot cross buns9, sweet buns with currants10 and 
a cross on top, just as in the UK. They also eat codfish11 cakes. 
Another tradition is growing Easter lilies12. These beautiful flowers 
usually bloom13 around Easter. The island sends bouquets14 of the 
best lilies to the Queen of the United Kingdom as a gift.
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→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

Match the beginnings and endings to make sentences about easter 
traditions. Then decide which country or place they are from.

Thousands of people2

Easter lilies3

The city will have good luck4

Twelve cooks make a dish5

Animals6

1 All the church bells a bloom and are sent to the Queen.

B that is shared by everyone in the village.

C are blessed by the archbishop to stay healthy.

d perform in an Easter play that lasts a week.

E if all the fireworks explode.

f fly to Rome at Easter.

Task

france

Like Mexico and France, Italy’s Easter celebrations are traditionally 
religious and fantastic to see. Each city, town and village has 
a unique way of celebrating. In Florence, expect to see explosions. 
Every Easter in this city, white oxen15 pull a cart16 full of fireworks17 
to the beautiful Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore. At midday, the 
archbishop launches18 a rocket shaped like a dove19 into the cart, 
which starts a firework display. If all the fireworks explode, it is 
a symbol of good luck for the year. After the fireworks there is a big 
parade through the city and people celebrate all night.

Italy

Mexico

Mexico is another country with lots of Catholics, and they celebrate Easter in style. Here, Easter 
isn’t just a long weekend, it is a two-week festival. In many countries in Latin America, including 
Mexico, people burn a figure of Judas on Holy Saturday. This way they get evil out of their lives. 
Also, people in towns and cities all over Mexico perform in plays. These plays tell the story of 
the suffering20 and death of Jesus Christ. In Iztapalapa, a neighbourhood in Mexico City, the play 
is huge. An amazing 5,000 people perform in the play, and the performance lasts for a week.

Most people in France are Catholic, so celebrating Easter is very 
important in this country. Children don’t get gifts from the Easter 
Bunny. Instead they get chocolate from flying church bells! To pay 
respect to Jesus, no church bells ring from Good Friday to Easter 
Sunday morning. They say the bells are flying to Rome to get 
presents (chocolate and coloured eggs) for all the children. Then 
on Easter Sunday morning they come back and drop the gifts 
in people’s gardens and return to their churches. If you travel in 
the countryside in France, you will see many different traditions. 
In the village of Bessières, in the southwest of France, they cook 
a really big omelette. It takes 12 cooks and 15,000 eggs to create 
the omelette and everyone in the village gets a piece.
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1 resurrection  [rezəˈrekʃn] – 
zmrtvýchvstání

2 unique  [juˈniːk] – jedinečný
3 kite  [kaɪt] – drak
4 egg hunt  [eɡ hʌnt] – hledání 

velikonočních vajíček
5 procession  [prəˈseʃn] – průvod
6 to bless  [bles] – požehnat
7 archbishop  [ɑːtʃˈbɪʃəp] – arcibiskup
8 humming  [ˈhʌmɪŋ] – šustivý
9 bun  [bʌn] – sladká bulka, bochánek
10 currant  [ˈkʌrənt] – rozinka
11 codfish  [ˈkɒdfɪʃ] – treska
12 lily  [ˈlɪli] – lilie
13 to bloom  [bluːm] – kvést
14 bouquet  [buˈkeɪ] – kytice
15 ox (pl. oxen)  [ɒks ˈɑːksn ] – vůl
16 cart  [kɑːt] – vozík
17 fireworks  [ˈfaɪəwɜːks] – ohňostroj
18 to launch  [lɔːntʃ] – odpálit
19 dove  [dʌv] – holubice
20 to suffer  [ˈsʌfə(r)] – trpět

Vocabulary

British Overseas Territory – one of 
14 places that are controlled by the 
UK but are not part of the UK itself

Glossary

Discuss

Which of these events would 
you like to see?

What are some special 
traditions in your country?
Use these words to describe 
them: willow, whip, good health.



A2-B1 ENvIrONMENT / aNIMalS Tracks 3–4CD

Human activity around the world is often catastrophic
for many animal species1. We cut down and pollute2 the places

they live, and hunt and kill them for food and money. But we also
have the power to protect the natural world and everything in it.

look what can happen when people work with nature
instead of against it.

LIAM PEACH (UK)

The giant
panda is probably
the first animal most people think of as being endangered3. 
The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) even uses a panda as its logo. 
But good news: things are looking a lot better for these cute black-
and-white creatures. They nearly became extinct4 because of 
humans hunting them for their fur and cutting down the bamboo 
forests that provide their food. Many pandas are also injured or 
killed when they fall into traps5 set for other animals. By the late 
1970s there were only about 1,000 giant pandas in the wild.

But conservation efforts6 by the Chinese government and wildlife 
charities, like protecting the bamboo forests and making panda 
reservations, as well as tough punishments7 for poachers8, meant 
that by 2014 the number had increased to 1,864. Although this 
number is still very low, and pandas still face many problems, 
the situation is a lot better than it was, and panda numbers are 
continuing to slowly rise. What’s more, the conservation of 
bamboo forests doesn’t only help pandas, but many other species 
which live there too. More than any other animal, the story of 
the giant panda shows that conservation can really work.

Probably the only animal on this list that is even cuter than the 
giant panda, the golden lion tamarin might be another ecological 
success story. These little monkeys now only live in a few 
regions of south-eastern Brazil due to the destruction9 of their 
habitat10, poaching and people catching them to sell as pets. 
By 1982 they were endangered, with fewer than 200 of them left. 
Conservationists at the National Zoological Park in Washington 
DC and the WWF quickly started taking golden lion tamarins from 
over 140 zoos around the world and releasing them into two 
protected areas in Brazil. Another tactic is to move tamarins from 
forests where they are not safe to the protected areas. Although 
they are still endangered and there is a lot of hard work ahead, 
it is hoped by 2025 that there will be more than 2,000
golden lion tamarins
in the wild.

The
Giant 
Panda

ActivitiesTf
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Tamarin



The bald eagle
is America’s
national bird,
chosen because
of its beauty
and strength.
However, it just
goes to show that
no matter how well
known or loved an
animal is, sometimes
it is not enough. Despite
being a symbol of everything
good in America, by the 1950s there were only 412 pairs left, 
compared to 300,000–500,000 in the 18th century. Something had 
to be done. Bald eagles faced typical problems like loss of habitat 
and over-hunting, but there was another major issue that affected 
them: DDT. This type of pesticide was used all over America by 
farmers to kill pests16, but it was also very bad for birds. Although 
the pesticide itself didn’t directly kill bald eagles, it meant that 
they couldn’t produce calcium17 correctly, and their eggs didn’t 
hatch18. Bald eagles were declared19 a protected species as early as 
1940, but it wasn’t until DDT was banned in 1972 that the situation 
really started to improve. Today, bald eagles are doing so well that 
they have been taken off the endangered list and seeing one of 
these beautiful birds in the wild is not as rare as it used to be.

Animal Habitat
What Put them 

at Risk
What Saved 
the Animal

Task

Complete the table for the 
animals mentioned in the article.

Cd Task

Still at risk
Listen to the CD about 
animals which are still 
at risk of extinction.

The
Bald
Eagle

These gentle giants of the
underwater world are

some of the most
charismatic whales,
and are a favourite
of whale watchers

thanks to their songs
and spectacular11

jumps.
Unfortunately,
not everybody

has such respect
for these amazing
animals, and they

were hunted to
near extinction,
with 90% of the

global population
killed. In fact, in the

Atlantic only around
700 of them survived12.

The situation was so bad that
in 1966 the International Whaling13

Commission banned14 hunting of humpback
whales. Then, thanks largely to the anti-whaling campaigns of 
groups like Greenpeace, all commercial whaling was banned in 

1986. The results have been amazing. The population of humpback 
whales is now thought to be around 93% of its original size. 

Although things like noise pollution, getting caught in fishing nets 
and collisions15 with ships still cause humpback deaths, the

future for these wonderful whales is looking optimistic.

The
Humpback
Whale
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1 species  [ˈspiːʃiːz] – druhy
2 to pollute  [pəˈluːt] – znečistit
3 endangered  [ɪnˈdeɪndʒəd] – ohrožený
4 to become extinct  [ɪkˈstɪŋkt] – vymřít
5 trap  [træp] – past
6 conservation efforts  [kɒnsəˈveɪʃn ˈefəts] – 

ochranářské snahy
7 tough punishment  [tʌf ˈpʌnɪʃmənt] – 

tvrdý trest
8 poacher, poaching  [ˈpəʊtʃə(r)] – 

pytlák, pytláctví
9 destruction  [dɪˈstrʌkʃn] – zničení
10 habitat  [ˈhæbɪtæt] – místo výskytu
11 spectacular  [spekˈtækjələ(r)] – úžasný
12 to survive  [səˈvaɪv] – přežít
13 whaling  [ˈweɪlɪŋ] – velrybářský
14 to ban  [bæn] – zakázat
15 collision  [kəˈlɪʒn] – srážka
16 pest  [pest] – škůdce
17 calcium  [ˈkælsiəm] – vápník
18 to hatch  [hætʃ] – vylíhnout
19 to declare  [dɪˈkleə(r)] – prohlásit

Vocabulary

Discuss

Do you know of any animals in your 
country that were saved from extinction?

What animal species are endangered 
in your country?

What can you do to protect endangered 
species?



A2–B1 MUSIC

Olivia rodrigo’s 
Heartbreak Hit

This year’s biggest 
pop hit so far 
was a surprise for 
everyone, including 
the singer herself. 
Seventeen-year-
old Olivia rodrigo 
released1 a song 
called “drivers 
license” on 
8th January.
JACKIE FOx (NZ)

Charts Winner
Within one week it was number one in the 
US and in many other countries. It broke 
streaming records2 on Spotify. It’s at more 
than 350 million streams as of mid-February! 
And before this, Olivia was relatively3 
unknown. (And while she had lots of success 
with her song, she was not so successful 
with grammar. Look at the lyrics on the 
opposite page and / or listen to the song. 
Can you spot4 her two grammar mistakes?)

Early days
Olivia got her start on the Disney shows 
Bizaardvark and High School Musical: 
The Musical: The Series. The writer 
and producer of High School Musical 
encouraged5 her to write a song for her 
show’s character to sing. She wrote “All 
I Want” and it became a minor6 hit. Then 
she signed a record deal7 and wrote 
“Drivers License” with a co-writer*.

Why So Big?
So how did the song get so popular so 
quickly? First of all, fans and critics agree 
that it is simply a great song. Even Taylor 
Swift is a fan. Olivia is a huge Swiftie, so 
she was shocked when she saw Taylor’s 
comment about the song on Instagram. 
Olivia said: “I just about8 died!”

Secondly, many people have felt 
a connection to the lyrics and the story 
behind them. Internet “detectives” believe 
the song is about Olivia and Joshua Bassett, 
her High School Musical co-star*. The 
rumours9 are that Olivia was going out 
with10 Joshua until he dumped11 her for 
the singer Sabrina Carpenter. They believe 
Sabrina is the older blonde girl from the 
lyrics. They also think that “that song about 
me” refers to Joshua’s single “Anyone Else”. 
The others in this love triangle are adding 
to the drama with songs of their own. 
Joshua released a song called “Lie Lie Lie” 
just one week after Olivia’s. Then Sabrina 
released the song “Skin”, which included 
the lyrics: “Maybe you didn’t mean it / 
Maybe blonde was the only rhyme”.

The Truth
Olivia refuses to confirm12 any details on 
who “Drivers License” is about. She says it 
is “the least important part of the song”. 
TikTokers don’t agree. In fact, the song 
sent TikTok into a frenzy13. There are cover 
versions14, memes, and lots of analyses of 
the love triangle. “Drivers License” already 
appears in more than 300,000 TikTok videos.



1 to release  [rɪˈliːs] – vydat
2 to break a record  [breɪk ˈrekɔːd] – 

překonat rekord
3 relatively  [ˈrelətɪvli] – relativně
4 to spot  [spɒt] –  všimnout si
5 to encourage sb to do sth  [ɪnˈkʌrɪdʒ] – 

pobídnout někoho, aby něco udělal
6 minor  [ˈmaɪnə(r)] – menší
7 record deal   [ˈrekɔːd diːl] – smlouva na album
8 just about – skoro 
9 rumour  [ˈruːmə(r)] – fáma
10 to go out with sb – chodit s někým
11 to dump sb  [dʌmp] – dát někomu kopačky
12 to confirm  [kənˈfɜːm] – potvrdit
13 frenzy  [ˈfrenzi] – šílenství
14 cover version  [ˈkʌvə vɜːʃn] – předělávka

Vocabulary

co-writer, co-star – co- means together 
with, so a co-writer is somebody who 
wrote the song with Olivia, a co-star is 
somebody who acted in the series with her

Glossary

→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

Oops, Grammar
As for the grammar mistakes, the first one is 
in the title. It should be Driver’s License with 
an apostrophe because the license belongs 
to the driver. The second one is the use of a 
double negative in this line: “I’ve never felt this 
way for no one.” It should say “for anyone.” 
However, the use of double negatives is 
actually very common in songs (just not in 
school exams!).

But fans of Drivers License aren’t interested 
in grammar. They love the singer, the story 
and the song. And Olivia is sure to continue to 
surprise her fans (and herself) with more great 
songs to come.

Task Here are the lyrics to the song. Can you put the words 
into the correct spaces? Listen to the song on YouTube 
or scan this Qr code to check your answers.

someone else lightsalone lastexcited

oldermiss crossedgone voice

I got my driver’s license 1 ____________ week

Just like we always talked about

’Cause you were so 2 ____________ for me

To finally drive up to your house

But today I drove through the suburbs1

Crying ’cause you weren’t around

And you’re probably with that blonde girl

Who always made me doubt2

She’s so much 3 ____________ than me

She’s everything I’m insecure3 about

Yeah, today I drove through the suburbs

’Cause how could I ever love 4 ____________ ?

Chorus

And I know we weren’t perfect but I’ve never felt this way for no one

And I just can’t imagine how you could be so okay now that I’m 

5 ____________

I guess you didn’t mean what you wrote in that song about me

’Cause you said forever now I drive 6 ____________ past your street

And all my friends are tired

Of hearing how much I 7 ____________ you, but

I kinda feel sorry for them

’Cause they’ll never know you the way that I do, yeah

Today I drove through the suburbs

And pictured I was driving home to you

1× Chorus

Red 8 ____________ , stop signs

I still see your face in the white cars, front yards4

Can’t drive past the places we used to go to

’Cause I still f*****’ love you, babe (ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)

Sidewalks we 9 ____________

I still hear your 10 ____________ in the traffic, we’re laughing

Over all the noise

God, I’m so blue, know we’re through

But I still f*****’ love you, babe (ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh)

1× Chorus

Song Vocabulary

1 suburb  [ˈsʌbɜːb] – předměstí
2 to doubt  [daʊt] – pochybovat
3 insecure  [ɪnsɪˈkjʊə(r)] – nejistá
4 front yard  [frʌnt ˈjɑːd] – předzahrádka
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BlaME
THE

GaMES
GaMES, aGE raTINGS

aNd vIOlENCE

B1 GaMES / ISSUE

all video games 
have an age rating2 
saying who should 
be allowed to play 
them. This is done 
to protect younger 
gamers – including 
you, Gate readers. 
But what are you 
being protected 
from, and why?
PAUL FARRINGTON-DOUGLAS (UK)



do Not Copy
Violence3, sex and bad language are 
some of the things that can give a game 
a higher age rating. In at least some 
of these cases, some adults believe 
that you will see the behaviour4 in the 
game and think it is normal and socially 
acceptable5. And as a result, you might 
change your own behaviour.

Traumatic Experiences
The age ratings for violence, however, 
are mainly there for a different reason: 
to protect you from experiences that 
could be traumatic and stressful. They 
are based on the realism of the violence. 
Even a 12+ game can contain “graphic6 
and realistic-looking violence” if it is 
towards non-human characters. The 
16+ label7 means a game may contain 
“death and injury to humans, including 
bloody violence”. At 18+, game violence 
may include things like realistic torture8. 
Such scenes can be deeply upsetting9 to 
many people, including adults.

It Just Makes Sense?
Some experts (and non-experts such 
as politicians) argue that seeing 
violence and taking part in it (even 
via a game controller) changes the 
way we think and act. They say that 
realistic videogame violence makes 
people less shocked by real violence and 
“normalises” violent behaviour.

Many people agree, especially older 
adults who do not play video games. 
It just “makes sense”. Obviously10, 
violent games are designed to be 
exciting. Obviously, they give gamers 
a mental reward11 for killing and hurting 
others. Parents see their kids happily 
playing games like this and feel that it 
must be bad.

fantasy vs reality
Gamer Nicolas, aged 14, has played 
hundreds of hours of violent games, 
including war games and assassination12 
games. Is he OK with violence and 
blood? “I hate seeing injuries. My dad 
cut his finger open and I couldn’t even 
look at it. I don’t even like gory13 stuff 
on TV – I don’t mind when it’s really 
extreme, like in a horror movie, but 
something like a medical operation, with 
stitches14? No, thank you.”

He laughs at the idea that gamers lose a 
sense of the difference between fantasy 
and reality. He says the important 
difference between ultra-realistic games 
and other games is the gameplay, not 
how real they look. “I don’t feel that Call 
of Duty is more real than The Binding of 
Isaac, really. They’re all just games.”

1 to blame  [bleɪm] – obvinit
2 age rating  [eɪdʒˈreɪtɪŋ] – věková přístupnost
3 violence  [ˈvaɪələns] – násilí
4 behaviour  [bɪˈheɪvjə(r)] – chování
5 socially acceptable  [ˈsəʊʃəli əkˈseptəbl] – 

společensky přijatelný
6 graphic  [ˈɡræfɪk] – realistický
7 label  [ˈleɪbl] – označení
8 torture  [ˈtɔːtʃə(r)] – týrání
9 upsetting  [ʌpˈsetɪŋ] – znepokojující
10 obviously  [ˈɒbviəsli] – zjevně, jasně
11 reward  [rɪˈwɔːd] – odměna
12 assassination  [əˌsæsɪˈneɪʃn] – střílecí
13 gory  [ˈɡɔːri] – krvavý, brutální
14 stitch  [stɪtʃ] – steh
15 mass shooting  [mæs ˈʃuːtɪŋ] – masová střelba
16 evidence  [ˈevɪdəns] – důkaz
17 tabletop  [ˈteɪbltɒp] – desková

Vocabulary

Media Panic
Many journalists and politicians think 
it is obvious that violent games create 
violent people. It’s true that when real-
life teenagers become killers, again and 
again we find that they played violent 
games. After two mass shootings15 in 
the US in 2019, then-President Donald 
Trump blamed such video games.

There has been a lot of scientific research 
on this, however, and the evidence16 is 
on the side of the gamers. Most research, 
including the biggest study so far (from 
2020) points the other way: violent video 
games are not linked to aggression.

The Science
Violent games do not cause aggressive 
behaviour, but aggressive people 
often like violent games. Psychologists 
mention lots of research that violent 
people who enjoy hurting other people 
prefer violent games.

People who play violent games cruelly 
also do the same with non-violent 
games. For example, The Sims is not 
a violent game, but by watching how 
people play it, psychologists can see 
when players are psychopathic based on 
how they choose to play.

Generation Gap*
In the 1980s, people across the US 
believed that the tabletop17 role-playing 
game Dungeons and Dragons was 
inspiring secret Satanic groups to murder 
children. In the 1990s, the violent films 
by directors like Quentin Tarantino were 
to blame. Even disco music, heavy metal 
and hip-hop have all been blamed for 
violence and criminality.

Older adults have always worried 
about what young people are enjoying, 
especially when it happens in dark 
rooms and looks or sounds a bit scary. 
But a game is just a game. (How much 
you play games is a different question.)

generation gap – the differences 
between young and old people 
that cause misunderstanding

Glossary

Discuss

Do you play games that contain 
violence?

Do you think violence in games 
can change people’s behaviour?

Why do you think people play 
such games?

What is the most violent game 
you have ever played?

What are some positives and 
negatives of playing video games?
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A2–B1

Nova Scotia
CaN.

JOSHUA MENSCH

Antigonish is located in the northern part of Nova 
Scotia’s mainland. It is a really small town with 
around 5,000 people. About half of the people in 
town are students at St Francis Xavier University. 
Despite its size, the town is famous for one thing: 
the Antigonish Highland Games. Every summer, 
tourists from all over the world visit Antigonish 
to listen to traditional Celtic music, watch 
performances by Highland dancers and, of course, 
to take part in the games.

The games are mostly tests of strength and 
endurance5. There is the tug-of-war, where groups 
of men on each end of a rope6 try to pull each 
other over a line in the grass. There is the farmer’s 
walk, where men try to carry 200 kg weights for 
100 meters. And there are the Scottish heavy 
events. The most famous of these is the caber toss, 
where men in kilts compete to see who can throw 
a caber (a long wooden pole7) the farthest.

Students and Games

When I was ten years old, my family moved from 
Washington, dC to a small town called antigonish 

in the Canadian province of Nova Scotia. My father 
had gotten a job teaching at the local university. 

at the time, it seemed like a weird1 place to move to, 
especially from a big US city, but later I got used to it 
and looking back now, I’m really glad I grew up there.

Nova Scotia is Canada’s second 
smallest province, but it is still bigger 
than many European countries (it is 
bigger than Slovakia, for example, but 
smaller than the Czech Republic). It is 
divided into two parts: the mainland2, 
and Cape Breton Island to the north, 
which is connected to the mainland 
by a causeway3.

Nova Scotia is Latin for New Scotland. 
Some of the early settlers4 came from 
Scotland, but the first people in the 
province were the Mi’kmaq, and in 
the 17th century the French started 
a colony here called Acadia. Because 
the British won in the colonial wars 
against the French, in 1755 the 
Acadians were sent away on ships. 
However, some came back and there 
are still Acadian (French-speaking) 
communities in the province.

The Small Province 
With a dramatic History
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Watching Whales

Another great tradition is whale watching. 
To earn extra money, fishermen rent their 
boats to tourists who want to get an up-
close11 view of the whales and seals12 that 
live in the shallow13 waters off the coast. 
Imagine seeing a whale break the surface of 
the ocean just a few meters away from you. 
I once saw one that was so big its tail cast 
our boat in shadow14. When it jumped out of 
the sea, it looked taller than a building!

A fishing boat also gives you a great way 
to view the wildlife along the coast. I’ve 
seen black bears eating berries15 on hills 
above the water and colonies of cormorants 
(a type of sea bird) nesting16 high in the 
cliffs17. And the best part of being out on the 
sea is that there are no mosquitoes. They 
hate the wind and the cold air that comes 
off the sea, so the beach – or a boat – is 
the only place you can go to escape them 
during the summer.

I’ll be honest: the 
Highland Games never 

interested me that much when I was growing up. 
For me, the beauty of Nova Scotia is best found 
in its wild nature and its less touristy traditions. 
Like the annual Lobster8 Boil, during which 
people boil lobsters on local beaches and sell 
them for a dollar each. Lobster, along with snow 
crab and mackerel, is one of the main staples9 
of Nova Scotia. It is also one of the most popular 
foods in the province. In restaurants you can find 
dishes like lobster rolls10 or lobster tacos.

lobster love Task Are the following sentences true 
or false? Correct the false ones.

→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

3 Tourists come to Antigonish 
to watch whales and seals.

1 Every spring, Antigonish 
holds Highland Games.

5 At the annual Lobster Boil, you 
can buy a lobster for one dollar.

6 In the caber toss, competitors have 
to carry a heavy pole the farthest.

2 Nova Scotia is French for New Scotland.

4 Mosquitoes don’t like the wind and cold 
air that comes from the mountains.

1 weird  [wɪəd] – divný
2 mainland  [ˈmeɪnlənd] – pevnina
3 causeway  [ˈkɔːzweɪ] – násep
4 settler  [ˈsetlə(r)] – osadník
5 endurance  [ɪnˈdjʊərəns] – výdrž
6 rope  [rəʊp] – lano
7 pole  [pəʊl] – kláda
8 lobster  [ˈlɒbstə(r)] – humr
9 staple  [ˈsteɪpl] – 

hlavní potravina, produkt
10 roll  [rəʊl] – bageta
11 up-close  [ʌp ˈkləʊs] – zblízka
12 seal  [siːl] – tuleň
13 shallow  [ˈʃæləʊ ] – mělký
14 to cast sth in shadow 

 [kɑːst ˈʃædəʊ] – zastínit
15 berry  [ˈberi] – plod
16 to nest  [nest] – hnízdit
17 cliff  [klɪf ] – útes
18 maple (tree)  [ˈmeɪpl] – javor
19 spectacular 

 [spekˈtækjələ(r)] – úžasný
20 to howl  [haʊl] – výt, naříkat

Vocabulary

Every fall, the province’s maple18 forests 
change color, turning the countryside into 

carpets of bright reds, deep yellows, and rich golds. Probably the 
most spectacular19 part of Nova Scotia is Cape Breton Island, which 
is almost totally covered in maple trees. The famous highway on 
Cape Breton is called the Cabot Trail. It takes you all over the island 
and offers amazing views of the coastline. The best part of it is in 
the Highlands National Park, where high, flat-topped mountains 
seem to rise directly out of the sea. It’s certainly one of the most 
beautiful places in the world.

Except in winter. Winters in Nova Scotia are crazy. When the snow 
falls two meters deep, the temperature drops to -15°C and the sea 
winds howl20 in the trees, it’s like you’re on another planet. Still, 
there’s nothing like a long dark winter to make you appreciate the 
spring, and the short, brilliant summer that follows it. Even though 
the summer brings mosquitoes. Lots of mosquitoes.

red Carpets
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apollo 13

Houston, 
We’ve Had 
a Problem

The first time that people went 
to the moon, the world watched. 
Nearly everyone alive at the time 

remembers seeing those first 
steps on Tv, sent back to Earth 
from 62,630 km away. That was 

apollo 11, in 1969.
PAUL FARRINGTON-DOUGLAS (UK)

another 
Moon visit
A year later, in 1970, 
another rocket was 
preparing to depart1. Not 
many people cared any 
more. Man had already 
walked on the moon twice. 
The Apollo 13 mission 
was going to be the third 
visit, with another seven 
planned over the next few 
years. It’s hard to imagine 
people being bored of 
missions to the moon, but 
they were.

a Good Start
It was expected to be 
a standard mission. The 
launch2 from Kennedy 
Space Center in Florida 
went easily enough, and 
the astronauts relaxed 
into the three-day journey 
to the moon. There 
was a brief3 moment of 
panic when one of the 
astronauts realised he’d 
forgotten to hand in4 his 
tax return5. Laughing, 
Mission Control told him 
it would be OK because he 
was “out of the country”. 
It was all very routine.

And then, suddenly, 
it wasn’t.

The Problem
Just over 55 hours 

into the journey, the 
astronauts heard a “pretty 

large bang6”. Lovell, 
the commander7, first 

thought it was one of the 
other astronauts playing 

a joke on them. One look, 
though, and he could see 
that everyone else was as 

confused as he was.

The power went off, 
then came on again. 

The astronauts were all 
tense with anxiety8. That 

was not supposed to be 
possible. One of them 

called to Mission Control:

“Okay, Houston, we’ve had 
a problem here.”

“This is Houston. Say 
again please.”

“Houston, we’ve had 
a problem.”



The film Apollo 13 tells the story of the mission. 
It stars Tom Hanks, Kevin Bacon and Bill Paxton.

from Bad to Worse
There was no way for the astronauts to 
know what had happened. Could the rocket 
have been hit by a micrometeorite, a tiny 
piece of rock travelling at thousands of 
kilometres an hour? One of the astronauts 
checked the fuel cells (= palivové články) 
that produced the electricity for the ship, 
and got a nasty shock. Two of them were 
already dead. The mission to the moon was 
over. They would have to return to earth.

But worse news was to come. Looking out 
of the window, the commander could see 
something going out of the ship and into 
space. The crew soon realised what it was: 
it was their oxygen9.

Three days to Survive
Because they had not yet reached the 
moon, there was extra oxygen on the 
landing module (= přistávací modul), and 
they realised they could use this to breathe. 
Unfortunately, the fuel cells also needed 
oxygen. Without the fuel cells, they would 
have no heat and no navigation computer – 
and they were still heading in the wrong 
direction. They quickly adjusted course10 
so that they would loop around11 the moon 
and return to Earth.

It was going to take three days. Could they 
survive?

With no power, it was 
dark in the ship. The 
temperature dropped 
to just 3 degrees. 
Water collected on the 
surfaces and dripped12 
down the walls as the 
three men shivered13. 
In the three days 
it took to return to 
earth, they lost a total 
of 14 kilograms.

The Eyes of the World
The world below was following every 
moment. The boring trip to the moon 
that no one cared about had become 
the biggest news of the year. It filled the 
headlines. People crowded around TVs. 
Broadcasters14 stopped their regular shows 
to bring any piece of new information. 
In Rome, Pope Paul VI led 10,000 people 
in praying for the astronauts’ safe return. 
One hundred thousand offered prayers 
at a religious festival in India. Finally the 
spacecraft landed in the Pacific Ocean, and 
the exhausted astronauts were taken to 
Honolulu in Hawaii.

Commander Lovell explained later, “During 
this six-day odyssey we had no idea what 
an impression15 Apollo 13 made on the 
people of Earth. We never dreamed a billion 
people were following us on television and 
radio… Only when we reached Honolulu did 
we understand, when we found President 
Nixon there to meet us.”

Commander Lovell later called Apollo 13 
“the successful failure16” because although 
the mission never reached the moon, it 
showed the world teamwork, friendship 
and “what NASA was really made of”.

Task Choose the correct word from each 
pair to complete the sentences.

→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

1 People had already walked on the moon 
two / three times before Apollo 13.

3 During the breakdown they lost electricity 
because the fuel cells / oxygen tank broke.

2 The Apollo mission control was located in Florida / Texas.

4 After the problem they turned back / flew around the moon.

5 Because there was no power the ship was cold and dry / wet.

6 The astronauts finally landed in Hawaii / the Pacific Ocean.

Vocabulary

1 to depart  [dɪˈpɑːt] – odletět
2 launch  [lɔːntʃ] – odpálení
3 brief  [briːf] – krátký
4 to hand in  [hænd ˈɪn] – odevzdat
5 tax return  [ˈtæks rɪtɜːn] – 

daňové přiznání
6 bang  [bæŋ] – rána
7 commander  [kəˈmɑːndə(r)] – 

velitel
8 tense with anxiety  [tens 

æŋˈzaɪəti] – napjatý úzkostí
9 oxygen  [ˈɒksɪdʒən] – kyslík

10 to adjust course 
 [əˈdʒʌst kɔːs] – 
změnit směr letu

11 to loop around 
 [luːp əˈraʊnd] – kroužit okolo

12 to drip  [drɪp] – kapat
13 to shiver  [ˈʃɪvə(r)] – třást se
14 broadcaster 

 [ˈbrɔːdkɑːstə(r)] – moderátor
15 impression 

 [ɪmˈpreʃn] – dojem
16 failure  [ˈfeɪljə(r)] – nezdar

What Caused the 
failure?
An investigation later showed that 
there was an explosion in the oxygen 
tank (= nádrž). What caused it? The 
tank contained a fan (= větrák) to 
move the oxygen around. Because of 
an earlier accident before the flight 
the covering on the wires going to 
the fan had melted (= roztavit) and 
no one had noticed it. When one of 
the astronauts turned on the fan, the 
damaged wires (= dráty) made a spark 
(= jiskra) and started a fire inside the 
tank, which exploded soon after.
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US Spelling Bees

for speakers of phonetic
languages*, the idea of
a competition in spelling1

called a spelling bee
(nothing to do with the
insect) often sounds
strange. Why do students
win prizes for spelling
words correctly? Couldn’t
they just listen to the
word and sound it out*?
In a language like English,
which is not phonetic, that
doesn’t always work.

My grandfather gave me a T-shirt for 
Christmas that shows exactly how strange 
our spelling can be. The shirt reads “English 
is weird2. It can be understood through 
tough3, thorough4, thought, though.” Do 
those last five words sound similar? Of 
course not.

Spelling Bee History
In 1924, a Kentucky state newspaper 
organized the first state spelling 
competition for students from different 
schools. It was so popular that they started 
a national competition in Washington, DC 
the next year. The early national spelling 
bee winners got a $500 (around 10,500 
crowns) prize, but today they win $50,000 
(more than 1,000,000 crowns). That’s a lot 
of money for students who cannot be older 
than eighth grade (usually 13–14 years 
old)! Spelling bees have become part of 
pop culture in the US. More than 555,000 
people watched the 2019 national spelling 
bee final on ESPN, a US TV sports channel.

A2–B1 USa

1 spelling  [ˈspelɪŋ] – hláskování
2 weird  [wɪəd] – divný
3 tough  [tʌf] – tvrdý, drsný
4 thorough  [ˈθʌrə] – důkladný
5 judge  [dʒʌdʒ] – porotce
6 to clarify  [ˈklærəfaɪ] – objasnit
7 daisy  [ˈdeɪzi] – sedmikráska
8 final round  [ˈfaɪnl raʊnd] – finále
9 quarrel  [ˈkwɒrəl] – hádka

Vocabulary

ActivitiesTf

phonetic language – a language where 
the words are spelled the same way 
they sound and are pronounced the 
same way they are spelled
sound it out – reading the sound of each 
letter slowly to learn to say a word; 
often used with phonetic languages or 
with young children learning English

Glossary

read about the origin of the 
term spelling bee in the TF.

Like any competition, there are rules to 
this game. First, the teacher (or judge5) 
says the word to one student. Then the 
student can ask a few specific questions:

“Can you repeat the word, please?”

“Can I have the definition, please?”

“Can you use it in a sentence, please?”

These questions can help clarify6 words 
that sound the same (like “see” and 
“sea”). They can also give students 
a moment to think. When the student is 
ready, they must say the word, then spell 
it, then say it again to show they have 
finished. For example, a student would 
say “English, E-N-G-L-I-S-H, English.”

Spelling Bee rules

How to win
 If Student A spells the word correctly, 

they continue to the next round.

 If Student A spells the word 
incorrectly, then the same word goes 
to Student B. If student B spells it 
correctly, then Student A is out and 
student B continues to the next round.

 If Student B (and Students C, D, and 
E) all spell the word incorrectly, but 
Student F spells it correctly, then 
Students B, C, D, and E are all out, and 
Student F continues to the next round.

 If all students spell the word 
incorrectly, then everyone stays and 
student A gets a new word. (The 
students will probably also get some 
homework to learn that word.)

 The Word(s) I’ll Never 
forget
There is a saying that students will never 
forget any word that they got wrong in 
a spelling bee. I disagree. In sixth grade, 
I won our class spelling bee and tickets to 
a baseball game. I can still spell the winning 
word perfectly: “daisy7”. However, in the 
fifth grade, I was one of three students, 
standing in front of our whole school, in the 
final round8. I lost on the word “quarrel9”, 
and I still double checked a dictionary today 
to make sure I wrote that correctly.

AUBURN SCALLON (USA)

“Can You Use It 
in a Sentence, 
Please?”
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All About St George's Day

George the 
dragon-Killer

People in England celebrate 
St George’s day every year on april 

23rd. But who was St George, why 
does he have a special day, and what 

is the legend about the dragon?
KAREN CRyER (UK)

What about 
Shakespeare?
St George’s Day is on April 23rd 
because that is the day he died. 
April 23rd is probably also the day 
that William Shakespeare was 
born, as well as the day he died. 
So people celebrate the most 
famous English playwright’s life 
on St George’s Day, too.

The Patron Saint 
and the flag
Patron saints1 are protectors or 
guardians2. St George is the patron 
saint of England, but also of other 
countries and cities, like Georgia, 
Lithuania, Portugal, Greece, 
Ethiopia, Moscow, Istanbul, Genoa 
and Venice. He is also the patron 
saint of soldiers, farmers and even 
scouts. Medieval paintings often 
showed St George wearing a red 
cross on a white background. This 
symbol became the English flag 
(“St George’s flag”), which is also 
part of the United Kingdom flag.

How is St George’s 
day celebrated?
St George’s Day isn’t a public holiday, but 
some people still celebrate it. You may see 
St George’s flags in windows and on cars. A few 
people also wear a red rose, which is the national 
flower of England. In some places there are parades, 
and you might even see a performance by morris 
dancers (traditional English folk dancers).

The legend of St George

St George was a Christian who was born 
in Cappadocia (modern day Turkey) in the 
200s AD and later died 1 ____________ 
his Christian faith3. The famous legend 
about him and the dragon came long 
after his death. The legend goes that in 
a city called Silene, in northern Africa, 
there was a dragon that could kill with 
its terrible breath. To please the dragon, 

the people of the town 2 ____________ 
it their sheep to eat until there were no 
sheep left. They then created a lottery, 
which chose a child to give to the dragon.

One day, the King’s daughter, the 
princess, was 3 ____________ by the 
lottery. The king offered all his gold and 
silver if they would let his daughter live, 
but the people of the city refused. They 
sent the princess to the lake where the 
dragon lived. George was riding by, saw 
the princess, and decided 4 ____________ 
save her. When the dragon appeared, he 

attacked it with his spear4. He took the 
princess’ belt and tied5 it 5 ____________ 
the dragon’s neck like a leash6.

When George and the princess walked 
the dragon into town, everyone was 
terrified7. George 6 ____________ them 
that they didn’t need to be scared and 
said if the people in the city became 
Christians, he would kill the dragon. 
Every person became Christian and 
George killed 7 ____________ dragon. 
The townspeople built a church 
8 ____________ the dragon died.

Task Fill in the gaps with the 
correct words. Then 
listen to the recording 
and check your answers.
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1 patron saint  [peɪtrən ˈseɪnt] – 
svatý patron

2 guardian  [ˈɡɑːdiən] – ochránce
3 faith  [feɪθ] – víra
4 spear  [spɪə(r)] – kopí
5 to tie  [taɪ] – uvázat
6 leash  [liːʃ] – obojek
7 terrified  [ˈterɪfaɪd] – vyděšený

Vocabulary

Discuss

Who is the main patron 
saint of your country?

And when is this saint’s 
day celebrated? How 
do people celebrate?



I’m sure you know about fish and 
chips and the world’s greatest 
breakfast, the full English. These 
are two of the most loved and 
well-known English dishes, 
enjoyed all over the country 
(and the world). But England
is also home to a number
of less well-known local 
delicacies1. Come with
us on a trip around
England to find out
a bit more about some
places and their
special foods.
LIAM PEACH (UK)

Stargazy Pie
Mousehole, Cornwall

A2–B1 fOOd / ENGlISH-SPEaKING COUNTrIES

Cheddar is certainly the most popular cheese in Britain and 
perhaps even in the world, so you probably know all about it. 
But did you know that the cheese is named after the village of 
Cheddar? The famous cheese has been produced here since at 
least the 12th century, thanks to the caves6 near the village that 
had the perfect temperature and humidity7 for making it. But 
Cheddar is known for more than just its cheese. It is also home 
to Cheddar Gorge, the largest gorge8 in Britain and a major 
tourist attraction. And a cave in Cheddar Gorge is where 
Cheddar Man was found – Britain’s oldest complete skeleton9, 
from around 9,000 years ago. DNA analysis shows that Cheddar 
Man probably had green eyes, black or brown hair and black 
skin. Damage10 to Cheddar Man’s skull11 shows that he died 
a violent death, but we will probably never know his full story.

This unusual looking pie will forever be associated 
with the tiny Cornish fishing village of Mousehole. 
It is called stargazy pie because it is made with 
fish cooked with their heads (and sometimes tails) 
sticking out2 of the pastry3, meaning they can 
gaze (= look) at the stars. The people of Mousehole 
(pronounced  [maʊzəl] by locals) have a man named 
Tom Bawcock to thank for their signature dish*. 
Legend has it that hundreds of years ago there 

was an especially bad winter. The sea was too 
dangerous for fishing boats to go out, so the people 
of the village were starving4. Luckily for them, 
Tom was brave enough to take his boat to sea 
and caught enough fish to feed everyone, which 
were then baked into the first stargazy pie. To this 
day the people of Mousehole still celebrate Tom 
Bawcock’s Eve every December 23rd by parading5 
a large pie through the village before eating it.

Cheddar Cheese
Cheddar, Somerset

Tracks 7–9CD ActivitiesTf

Worcestershire
Sauce

Worcestershire
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Eton Mess
Eton College, Berkshire

1 delicacy  [ˈdelɪkəsi] – lahůdka
2 to stick out  [stɪk ˈaʊt] – vyčuhovat
3 pastry  [ˈpeɪstri] – těsto
4 to starve  [stɑːv] – hladovět
5 to parade  [pəˈreɪd] – předvádět
6 cave  [keɪv] – jeskyně
7 humidity  [hjuːˈmɪdəti] – vlhkost
8 gorge  [ɡɔːdʒ] – rokle
9 skeleton  [ˈskelɪtn] – kostra
10 damage  [ˈdæmɪdʒ] – poškození
11 skull  [skʌl] – lebka
12 reputation  [repjuˈteɪʃn] – pověst
13 thriftiness  [ˈθrɪftinəs] – šetrnost
14 gravy  [ˈɡreɪvi] – šťáva z masa
15 toad  [təʊd] – ropucha
16 crispy  [ˈkrɪspi] – křupavý
17 prestigious  [preˈstɪdʒəs] – prestižní
18 former  [ˈfɔːmə(r)] – bývalý
19 meringue  [məˈræŋ] – sněhové pečivo

Vocabulary

signature dish – a special dish that 
a person or place is known for
pudding – the word pudding is 
used for many different kinds of 
dishes. It can be a sweet dessert like 
a Christmas pudding, or something 
savoury (salty or spicy) like black 
pudding (a kind of sausage made from 
blood) or Yorkshire pudding. Pudding 
is also used in the UK as a synonym 
for dessert.

Glossary

Discuss

What are some local delicacies 
in your country?

Could you make a map of your 
country with typical foods?

Cd Task

Listen to a recording about more english 
delicacies on the Gate CD. exercise in the TF.

Task read the article and answer 
the questions below.

→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

2 Why does the village of Cheddar have 
good conditions for making cheese?

8
What ingredients does an 
Eton mess contain? Where 
was this dessert first made?

1 What makes stargazy pie special?

4 How do you make toad-in-the hole?

3 What was the original function 
of Yorkshire pudding?

Yorkshire Pudding*
Yorkshire

People from Yorkshire have a rather 
unfair reputation12 for being careful with 
money, but this thriftiness13 gave us one 
of England’s most iconic foods. Originally, 
Yorkshire pudding was served with gravy14 
as a cheap first course that would fill you 
up so you didn’t need to buy so much 
expensive meat. Over time it came to be 
served as a side dish, particularly with beef 
and vegetables as part of a roast dinner. 
It can also be used as part of toad15-in-the-
hole, which thankfully doesn’t contain any 
toads, but is actually a dish of sausages 
baked in Yorkshire pudding. The ingredients 
for the pudding are simple enough, just 
flour, eggs and milk, but the key to making 
a successful Yorkshire pudding is to use 
a very hot oven and hot fat from the 
roasted meat. When cooked correctly, the 
pudding should rise and become crispy16 on 
the outside and soft in the middle.

Eton College is one of the most 
prestigious17 – and expensive – schools 
in the world. You only need to see a list 
of some of its former18 students to know 
that. Princes William and Harry, current 
prime minister Boris Johnson, writer 
George Orwell and actors Eddie Redmayne 
and Tom Hiddleston are all old Etonians. 
But Eton’s best achievement is not 
educating the children of England’s finest 
families; it is the Eton mess, a lovely 
dessert. Eton mess is basically a Pavlova 
(meringue19 with strawberries and cream) 

that looks like it has been sat on. And 
that’s because the first one was sat on. 
By a dog. The story goes that an Eton 
cook prepared a Pavlova for the boys to 
eat after they finished a game of cricket, 
but while they were playing a Labrador 
came and sat on it. Despite being from 
some of the richest families in the land, 
the boys didn’t mind and ate it anyway. 
Unfortunately, this story is almost 
certainly false, and it seems nobody 
actually knows for sure why the Eton 
mess looks, well, such a mess.

Kendal
Mint Cake

Kendal, Cumbria

Scouse
liverpool
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E verybody associates Britain with the royal family, with 
their huge palaces and posh accents2. However, what 
goes on behind the doors of Buckingham Palace is not 

as perfect as it seems. This television show is all about the 
relationships between the royals (or at least how the writers 
imagine them), and each episode reveals3 more secrets about 
their dramatic lives.

The first series begins with the Queen as a young woman 
who wasn’t actually destined4 to be on the throne. It was the 
unexpected abdication of her uncle Edward VIII that led to her 
father becoming king and finally Elizabeth becoming Queen. New 
to the throne, she has to learn many things, and besides that she 
has conflicts with her sister, Princess Margaret. Later, her husband, 
Prince Philip, has a difficult relationship with their son, Prince 
Charles. All of the private matters of the family are intertwined 
with5 the historical events of the time.

Before I watched the series, I didn’t really know much about 
Britain’s modern history and all its prime ministers. Finding out 
about the Aberfan disaster6 or the Falklands War made The Crown 
even more interesting to watch. I would recommend The Crown to 
anybody who loves drama, as well as those who have an interest 
in history or British culture. However, don’t forget that this is 
a work of drama, and even though it is based on real life, some 
parts of it are just fiction.

A2–B1 TElEvISION

One of the positives of the 

coronavirus lo
ckdowns has been 

that I h
ave discovered some new 

and exciting Tv shows. The lo
ng 

boring hours have changed in
to 

fun-packed evenings. H
ere are 

three of m
y faves.

SONIA FURLONG (U
K)

The Crown

Three of My
favouriTe Tv ShowS
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I ’ve always loved the idea of having superpowers. As a child 
I wanted to fly, teleport or be invisible7. In this TV show, you’ll 
meet seven siblings8, six of whom have superpowers. For 

example, there’s Allison, who can control people’s minds, Klaus, 
who can speak with people who have died and Five, who can 
travel through space and time. All of the siblings were adopted by 
a millionaire when they were born. The millionaire helped them 
develop their superpowers so they could defeat crime in their city 
as a team.

The story opens with them as young adults as they come back 
together for the funeral9 of their adoptive father. One of the 
siblings, Five, had been missing since he was 13 years old, when he 
time-travelled and couldn’t come back. However, as the siblings 
reunite10, Five suddenly appears, with dramatic news. The world 
is going to end soon, and together, the siblings will have to try 
and stop that from happening. I’m not usually a fantasy or action 
movie/TV show fan, but I actually enjoyed this series very much. 
Each episode ended with me wanting to watch the next one. 
There were also many funny moments, which
balanced out the tense11 atmosphere.

T his baking competition is the complete opposite of any 
action-packed TV show. So if you prefer something lighter, 
this one’s for you. There are ten episodes in each season 

with a different theme, such as “patisserie”, or “chocolate”. This 
year, there were 12 contestants, who had to bake a range12 of 
mouth-watering foods13, from all sorts of cakes and biscuits to 
breads and pastries14.

In every episode, there are three rounds. In the first and third 
rounds each baker must create something unique and exciting, 
which is then rated15 by two celebrity-chef judges16. The second 
round is the hardest for the bakers. They walk into the tent 
where they bake without knowing what they will have to do. 
They all receive a very basic recipe to make something extremely 
complicated, often something they’ve never heard of. I myself 
had never heard of a chocolate babka, a Sussex pond pudding, 
or a kransekake. One of the reasons I love this show so much is 
because the contestants are all so sweet and funny, and by the 
end of the series you feel like you know them personally.

1 cape  [keɪp] – plášť
2 posh accent  [pɒʃ ˈæksent] – přízvuk vyšší třídy
3 to reveal  [rɪˈviːl] – odhalit
4 to be destined  [ˈdestɪnd] – být předurčený
5 to intertwine with  [ɪntəˈtwaɪn] – proplétat se s
6 disaster  [dɪˈzɑːstə(r)] – katastrofa
7 invisible  [ɪnˈvɪzəbl] – neviditelný
8 sibling  [ˈsɪblɪŋ] – sourozenec
9 funeral  [ˈfjuːnərəl] – pohřeb
10 to reunite  [riːjuˈnaɪt] – shledat se
11 tense  [tens] – napjatý
12 range  [reɪndʒ] – řada
13 mouth-watering food  [ˈmaʊθ wɔːtərɪŋ] – 

jídlo, ze kterého se sbíhají sliny
14 pastry  [ˈpeɪstri] – pečivo
15 to rate  [reɪt] – hodnotit
16 judge  [dʒʌdʒ] – porotce
17 orphan  [ˈɔːfn] – sirotek
18 to trust  [trʌst] – důvěřovat
19 showrunner  [ˈʃəʊrʌnə(r)] – hlavní producent

Vocabulary

Discuss

What new TV show have you discovered?

What is it about?

Who would you recommend it to?

The Umbrella 

Academy
The Great 

British 

Bake Off

Coming to Netflix in April is another 
interesting looking show called Shadow 
and Bone. Based on the Grishaverse 
books by Leigh Bardugo, Shadow and 
Bone is set in a fantasy world where the 
land of Ravka is at war and has been 
divided in two by the “Shadow Fold”, 
an area of darkness full of man-eating 
monsters. It tells the story of orphan17 
Alina Starkov, who discovers that she 
has a special power which might bring 
peace to her land again. Alina is taken 
to the royal court to train her newfound 
powers and to become a member of 
a group of magical soldiers. She soon 
finds out, though, that not everything 

is as it seems, and nobody can 
be trusted18. Showrunner19 Eric 
Heisserer has described the show as 
“a cross between Ocean’s Eleven and 
Game of Thrones”, and with a lot of 
excitement on social media, Shadow 
and Bone might become the biggest 
thing of 2021. Will you be watching?

Shadow 

and Bone

April TV Tip

Three of My
favouriTe Tv ShowS
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M O V i n G !G e T

The pandemic kept us indoors, closed gyms and sports centres and, let’s face it, 
made us pretty lazy. But now more than ever it is important to get out of your chair 
and be active, even if you don’t really feel like it. exercise brings lots of health 
benefits, but maybe the most important one is that it can improve your mood. 
When we exercise, our bodies produce chemicals called endorphins that
make us feel happy and relaxed. So let’s get moving! DOLORES CONNOLLy (IRE)

The types of exercises overlap15. For example, 
if you swim, you are doing strength and flexibility 
exercise as well as aerobic exercise. A balanced 
exercise routine combines all of them.

A2–B1 SPOrT

Any MOVeMenT 
COUnTS
Although we may groan1 when we hear 
the word exercise, any movement is 
better than sitting. If nothing else, try 
what scientists call interrupted2 sitting, 
which means getting up sometimes to 
move and go somewhere. This turns on 
your muscles and uses the sugars and 
fats in your blood. But of course, doing 
intense exercise is important too. Always 
choose one that you like and that way 
you are more likely3 to exercise.

WhiCh Kind 
Of exerCiSe?
There are four different 
types of exercise.

AerOBiC exerCiSe 
(AlSO CAlled CArdiO) 
is the type of exercise that 
increases your heart rate4 

and breathing. Aerobic means “requiring 
oxygen”. This exercise keeps your heart, 
lungs5 and circulatory system6 healthy. 
With time your fitness level improves too.

examples fast walking, 
jogging, swimming, tennis, 
beach volleyball and other

sports, classes like
step aerobics

1

examples lifting weights7, doing 
push-ups8 and sit-ups (= sklapovačky) or 
using a resistance band9. These elastic10 
bands are coloured differently to show 
different levels of resistance11. You can 
work all the muscles in your body with 
them without having to lift weights. 
They are very cheap and you can even 
use them while watching TV. And lifting 
heavy weights is not recommended for

young teenagers.

BAlAnCe exerCiSe 
increases your 
coordination and strength. 
It improves your athletic 

performance as well as helping you to 
focus and clear your mind.

examples standing with your weight 
on one leg and raising the other leg to 
the side or behind you, standing up and 
sitting down in a chair without
using your hands,
walking while
alternating12

knee lifts
with each
step

3

2 STrenGTh
exerCiSe
is any activity that makes 
your muscles stronger.

flexiBiliTy exerCiSe  
is basically stretching13. When you 
do cardio and strength exercise 
your muscles become shorter and 

tighter. If you don’t do stretch exercises as well, 
you risk muscle injury.

examples a good example is yoga. The cat 
stretch is very popular. You stretch in exactly
the same way your cat does. Any time
you stretch, you are doing a flexibility
exercise. It also increases the range14

of motion of your muscles
which helps your body to
exercise more easily.

4
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M O V i n G !
hOW MUCh?
Health experts say we should 
exercise for at least 30 minutes 
three or four times a week. 
Along with a healthy diet, this 
will keep you fit and stop you 
from becoming overweight16.

1 to groan  [ɡrəʊn] – naříkat
2 interrupted  [ɪntəˈrʌptɪd] – přerušovaný
3 likely  [ˈlaɪkli] – pravděpodobně
4 heart rate  [ˈhɑːt reɪt] – srdeční tep
5 lungs  [lʌŋz] – plíce
6 circulatory system  [sɜːkjəˈleɪtəri ˈsɪstəm] – 

oběhový systém
7 lifting weights  [ˈlɪftɪŋ weɪts] – 

zvedání závaží
8 push-up  [ˈpʊʃ ʌp] – klik
9 resistance band  [rɪˈzɪstəns] – 

posilovací guma
10 elastic  [ɪˈlæstɪk] – pružný, elastický
11 resistance  [rɪˈzɪstəns ˈbænd] – odpor
12 to alternate  [ˈɔːltəneɪt] – střídat
13 to stretch  [stretʃ] – protáhnout se
14 range  [reɪndʒ] – rozsah
15 to overlap  [əʊvəˈlæp] – překrývat
16 overweight  [əʊvəˈweɪt] – mající nadváhu
17 to pop up  [pɒp ˈʌp] – objevovat se
18 barefoot  [ˈbeəfʊt] – naboso

Vocabulary

Discuss

How has your exercise changed with the 
pandemic?

How much exercise are you getting?

Do you exercise at home?

Did you start doing any new sport 
activities? What sport did you have to 
stop doing because of the pandemic?

As a noun, exercise can be countable 
or uncountable. If speaking generally, 
it is uncountable. Exercise is important. 
If we are referring to specific ways of 
training, then it can be countable. My 
doctor gave me some exercises to do 
to help my bad back.

 Language Point

Task Put the exercise into 
the correct category: 

→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

neW exerCiSe 
TrendS
Kateřina Masopustová,
a fitness instructor,
recommended some
recent exercise trends
for you to try.

Here’s a workout for beginners: bit.ly/12MinuteWorkout

Here’s a workout for beginners:
bit.ly/WorkoutOutdoorGym

Check out animal flow at:
bit.ly/WorkoutAnimalFlow

hiGh-inTenSiTy inTerVAl 
TrAininG (hiiT)

AniMAl flOW

hiGh-inTenSiTy inTerVAl 
TrAininG (hiiT)
A very popular type of exercise which combines 
short cardio exercises with pauses.

+  It doesn’t take much time and it increases 
fitness and builds muscle.

+  It is suitable for everybody. You don’t need 
anything, but if you want you can exercise 
with equipment like a jump rope, etc.

An example of HIIT is a system called Tabata 
(named after its Japanese inventor), which consists 
of 20 seconds of intense exercise, followed by 10 
seconds of rest, repeated eight times. For example, 
you could do eight rounds of squats, each lasting 
20 seconds, with 10 seconds of rest in between.

OUTdOOr GyMSOUTdOOr GyMS
These places full of exercise equipment 
like pull up bars (= hrazdy) and parallel 
bars (= bradla) are popping up17 
everywhere and are getting crowded.

+  A place for calisthenics, a type of 
workout in which you exercise with 
your own bodyweight. The king of 
bodyweight exercises is a muscle-up: 
a pull-up (= shyb) above the bar 
followed by a dip (= klik na hrazdě).

+  It burns fat and builds muscle.

+  You can become part of a community.

AniMAl flOW
This is a new type of exercise 
developed in the US by trainer 
Mike Fitch. You do it barefoot18 

on all fours on the ground. 
You move like an animal, for 
example walking like a crab or 
reaching out like an ape. The 
movements are then connected 
together to create a “flow”, one 
continuous movement.

+  It is for everyone.

+  It is not extreme and it is good 
strength training for all parts 
of the body. It also improves 
coordination and flexibility.
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English spelling is well known for being a pain in 
the neck (= otrava). For many learners it can be one 

of the most difficult things. There is little logic, 
and it feels like there are as many exceptions as 

there are rules. But at least there are some rules – 
a couple anyway. Let’s have a look at them.

LIAM PEACH (UK)

C h e C k  Y o u r 
s p e l l i n g

ActivitiesTf Tracks 10–11CD

IE or EI?
An old rhyme most native English speakers know 
is “I before E, except after C”. This can be quite 
helpful when deciding the spelling of a lot of words.

Not all words follow this rule, of course. When 
the long E sound comes at the end of a word, it is 
often spelled IE: species, movie, auntie, etc. Other 
long E words spelled with EI are seize, weird, 
either / neither and caffeine.

Many words with a long e  [i:] sound are 
spelt Ie: field, piece, believe.

But if there is a C before the sound, then the 
spelling is eI: receive, ceiling and receipt.

double Trouble
Double letters are another cause of problems. 
Why use just one when there could be two? 
Because English. Sorry!

We often double the final consonant (= souhláska) 
of the word when we add -er, -est, -ing, or -ed 
to the word. When a short word ends in a vowel 
(= samohláska) and then b, d, g, l, m, n, p, r, or t we 
add an extra letter for good luck when using the 
suffixes (= přípony). So big becomes bigger, hot 
becomes hottest, get becomes getting and knit 
becomes knitted.

It’s a little more complicated with longer words, 
though. The spelling depends on word stress 
(= slovní přízvuk). When the stress is on the 
first syllable (= slabika), the final consonant 
doesn’t double.

BUT

If the stress is on the second syllable, you need 
a double letter.

In British English, verbs ending in l are always 
doubled; the stress doesn’t matter.

Unfortunately, many other words contain double 
letters that don’t really follow any rules.

LIsten – listener; Open – opening; 
ANswer – answered

preFer – preferred; beGIN – beginner; 
forGeT – forgetting

LAbel – labelled, rePel – repelling

Exception

Spelling is a 
magic trick

A2–B1 laNGUaGE / GraMMar



Task 2 Listen to some words and try and write them 
down with the correct spelling. It doesn’t 
matter if you don’t know what the word means, 
just try and follow the rules to spell it correctly.

__________________________________________1

__________________________________________2

__________________________________________3

__________________________________________4

__________________________________________5

__________________________________________6

__________________________________________7

__________________________________________8

__________________________________________9

__________________________________________10

__________________________________________11

__________________________________________12

Words With double letters
accommodation necessary vacuum balloon coffee 
embarrass broccoli recommend address tomorrow. 
And remember the famous American river has 
basically everything doubled – Mississippi.

More about silent letters and 
BrE vs AmE spelling in the TF

Solutions 
in the TF

Task 1 english spelling can be so complicated that even native 
speakers often spell certain words incorrectly. Here 
are some of them. How should they be spelled?

The Usual Suspects

calender definitleyimediately

acomoddationwhitch beggining

enviroment coleagesucessful

advertisment

foriegnbeleive govermentGoodbye, E and Y!
When forming some words, we cut the final silent e or Y.

The verb “to be” doesn’t lose its E.

Y is another letter we often cut. However, when we do this, we 
usually replace it with I.

But if the letter before Y is a vowel, we need to keep the Y.

We also keep the Y when adding -ing, -ism or -ish.

When a word ends in IE, it changes to Y before adding -ing.

be  – bing  
– being 

copy – copied happy – happiness fly – flies

enjoy – enjoyed employ – employment

Exception

fly – flying worry – worrying

die – dying

love + ing = loving

sense + ation = sensation

Spell check had no 
SuggeStionS

My Spelling MiStakeS 
Were So Bad
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LanguageCert International ESOL is a set of general English 
language qualifications available all over the world, including 
the Czech Republic. They are ideal for candidates who need to 
prove their skills for education purposes. Besides international 
recognition, they are recognised by the Czech Ministry of 
Education and listed in the MŠMT “MATURITA” list.

More information at www.languagecert.org.

Tracks 12–13CDA2–B1 TEST

Access A2
Listening Part 4
You will hear someone talking. You will hear the person twice. 
Complete the information. Write short answers of one to 
three words.

It’s difficult for Liz to choose a holiday because

a) there is such a big choice.

b) she’s never been with her friends before.

c) her friends all like different activities.

Liz thinks that an international folk festival would be

a) enjoyable.

b) pricey.

c) crowded.

Peter likes activity holidays because

a) he hates swimming.

b) he can learn a new hobby.

c) he can visit museums.

Where does Liz like going on holiday?

a) The lakes.

b) Cities.

c) The seaside.

What is Peter’s reaction to camping?

a) He thinks Liz is lying.

b) He hates the idea of insects.

c) He likes the idea that it’s cheap.

Who thinks that learning about people and culture is interesting?

a) Peter.

b) Liz.

c) Both.

1.

5.

3.

2.

6.

4.

Achiever B1
Listening Part 4
You will hear someone talking. You will hear the person twice. 
Complete the information. Write short answers of one to 
three words.

Cookery ClAss

recipe Notebook

1. Boil together sugar and:

2. Add cardamom and saffron when:

3. Mix together dried milk and:

4. Add:

5. Make into:

6. After frying, place in:
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But recently surfing has become much more than just a hobby.

Since then, the popularity of surfing has grown dramatically.

The equipment a surfer needs depends on the type of surfing.

E

G

F

They are made from rubber and vary in length and thickness.

Surfing has been popular for hundreds of years.

But in most competitions surfers compete for themselves.

Every year, surfing competitions are held all over the world.

A

C

B

D

Achiever B1
Reading Part 2
Read the text. Use the sentences to complete the text. Choose the correct 
sentence for each gap. There is one extra sentence you will not need.

Surfing is an action-packed sport 
performed by skilled professionals. 
It’s also a fun leisure activity enjoyed by 
many beach-goers.

(1) ___________ . In the 1780s, explorer 
Captain Cook saw Hawaiians riding 
waves on wooden planks. It wasn’t 
until 1915, however, that a Hawaiian 
surfer introduced the surfboard to the 
rest of the United States and Australia. 
(2) ___________ . People are now 
surfing in almost every country that has 
a coastline and breaking waves.

A surfing session can last for several 
hours, so surfers need protection 
from sunburn and sometimes from 
cold water. Surfers wear different 
wetsuits for different conditions. 
(3) ___________ . There are two types: 
“steamers”, which have long arms 
and legs, are used in cold conditions; 
“springsuits”, with short arms and legs, 
are used in warm conditions.

Surfing is a popular competitive sport. 
(4) ___________ . During the summer, 
many local clubs organise competitions. 
A number of countries also run state 

and national championships. Surfers 
can compete as part of a team that 
represents either their surf club or their 
state or country. (5) ___________ .

The best surfers in the world 
compete for prize money on the 
World Championship Tour. The first 
one was held in 1964 and was won 
by an Australian surfer. During the 
tour, surfers travel worldwide to 
compete in 12 separate tournaments. 
(6) ___________ . Now, surfing 
enthusiasts can even get a recognised 
college qualification!

SuRfing

Solutions in the Tf
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